CONFERENCE REGISTRATION AND FEE:
To register for this year’s conference, please contact us at nosp-2017@outlook.com and transfer **850NOK/89EUR** to the following bank account by Saturday May 27th:

NAME: Apeiron  
ADDRESS: Campus Dragvoll  
Laaven  
Dragvoll alle 40  
7049 TRONDHEIM  

IBAN: NO74 4200 28 20077  
BIC/SWIFT: SPTRNO22  

The attendance fee includes the cost for international money transfer, so select this to be paid by the recipient when making the payment.

For payments from within Norway, use bank account number 4200 28 20077.

Please mark the payment with **NOSP2017** and your name.

The fee covers food (lunch, fruit) and coffee at the conference venue.

ACCOMODATION:  
We have three places in Trondheim holding (a limited number of) rooms for us to lowered prices.

Quality Hotel Augustin and Comfort Hotel Park both offer rooms at 977 NOK/107 EUR per night (breakfast included). Rooms at these hotels must be booked via e-mail (q.augustin@choice.no or co.park@choice.no). Make sure to mention our booking number: 114293 at Quality Hotel Augustin and 107276 at Comfort Hotel Park.

We also have a deal with Nidaros Pilegrimsgaard, which provides a less expensive option. Prices here range from about 400 to 500 NOK (approx. 44 to 54 EUR) per night per person (breakfast included), though only double and triple rooms are available. Bookings for this place must go through us, so contact us at the present e-mail address if interested. Please also note that Nidaros Pilegrimsgaard can only guarantee available rooms for us until May 15th, so please let us know as soon as possible if you wish to make a reservation here.

All three hotels lay just a short bus ride (10-15 minutes) from the conference venue, NTNU Campus Dragvoll.